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Consistencytand Need Fhlfillment Tories as Predictors of Eye ConiaCt Behaviof

in Lobe-Self-Esteem Subject's in Response to Various Feedback'Conditions

'

This study extends previous research concerning the predictive power of rwp

theories of motivation: The two theories under investigation yield opposing

predictions about the communicative behavior of perSOns with law self=esteem.

Specifically, the theories predict different paiternseofeye Contact behavior in

response to feedback signals:
4 \

Consistency and need-fullfilment theoTies, as predictors of eye coneact-

behavior' in response,tafeedback sigmals, were compared by Greene (1978; Greene'

and Frandsen, 1979). Creene adopted a cybernetic view of mehtal and communica-

.;;;-

tive processes and assgmed that petsons direct their behavior toward a goal

state. He posited thbt eye contact performs a gatekeeping function, i.e.

peoplunake eye,contact when they wish to receive signals from others and avert
A

their gaze when they wish to avoid signals. Greene found that individuals,with

low self-esteem made more eye contact whqn they received negative feedback

1
signals about their performance on a problem-solving task while individuals

with high self-egteem made more eye contact in response'to positive-feedback

signals about their performance. He concluded ". . . that'consistency theory

is superior to rated-fulfillment theory in accountiht for human nonVerbal

behavior."

.The present study was designed to assess the relative superioritY of

( ,

consis4ncy anUneed-fulfillment theories by investigating the eye contact

behavior of low self-esteeni subjects in responge to four.aifferent combinations

of feedbacioignals, The signals employed'in this studk combine both-potitive

and negative feedback Concerning performance and personal qualities, thereby

proViding a partial replication and extension of Greene's earlier work.

;
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RATIONALE

Consistency an'd Need-iulfillment Theories

2.,

The theoretical position associated with the principle.of consistency holds

that persons are motivated to behave in ways that will maintain:ta "steady state"

cognitively and tjthervise ,(Festinger, 1957; Heider, 1946; l'Agond A Tannenbaum,

1955; Rokeach, 1968). Thus, individuals will act "in accordance*with .the self-'

concept to maintain it intact in the face .of potentially challenging evidence
II

(Rosenberg, 1979, p. 57). The zeneralized Oredictipn from consistency theory t6
,

be tested in this st-tidy is that low self-esteem persons will exhikt more eye
P...

contact when receiving negative feedback signals than they display when,receiving

positive feedback signals.

The argument of need-fulfillment (self-enhancement, self-esteem) theory is

that individtials will act in waYs that-reinforce'their.sense of worth and

enhance their self-Lesteem through deliberate choice of activities and'soCial

roles: The generalized prediction from need-fulfillment theory rto'be tested in,

this study is that low self-esteem persons will ,exhibit moie eye contact when

, receiving positiye feedback signals than they display when receiving negative

feedback signals.

Empirical Evidence in Support of These Theories

3

To test the piedictive value of the WO theori'es researcherahave obserVed

,

.

.
.

.
.

a variety of human behaviors. In.a,review paper Jones (1,973) discusses research
,

,

pertaining ±o self and interpersonal evaluations. The.prediction from the heed-
)11

fulfillment theory is that the higher the individual's evaluatpn of himself; the

e

less his tendency t6 reciProcate evaluations from others, whereas the.prediction r

from consistency theory is that the higher the individual's evaluations of

himself, the greater his tendenty to reciprocate evaluations from others. Jones

concluded that the evidence He found in A. erature tended to favor need-

' fulfillment over consistency theory.

4
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Jones. distinguishes between "warm" and "coo1",studies4p. 497). "Warm"
...)

-

studies are those investigations in which, the subjects are the ficug. of evaluatift
.

, . ,

-.. . - - .

A

from the stimulus person. "Codl" studies:on the -Other,hand, are investigations

in.which the subjects are not personally affected by the stimulus person. He
r .

goes on to say, "Since subjects (of Tararnrsiudieg are'to some extent the .focus
>,

of actions having evaluative implications, guCh'studie'should

within the self-esteeni ,thenry framework" (p. 197). Conversely

be inteltpretable

, "cool:" studies

should be interpretable within the consistency theory framiework..
,

'Krauss and Critchfield (105) designea an werkment to test the hyppihesie

that'the tta-lbUilon behavior of subjects dn. "Farm" con4itidns 'would be best
,

accounted for by self-esteem theory and that of "cool" subjects by se47-consistency
,

-
.

,

theory. Interpersonal attractiAnOWas tb4ehavior observed in this:study. _Th

concluded that'. . self-estemtheory alone iv sufficient to a'Ccount for the

attribution behavior of subjectS in both 'warm' and 'ool'" Conditions" (p. 257).

In'their discussianthey Shgest that this'reseit may, nbt'hold ital1 'cOntexts.
>

They suggest that the nature and source of reward may influence the attribution

e avior of "warm" and "cool" subjects ddfferen4ally.

I

In'a critical review paper Dipboye (l977)"eitanined the validity of korman's
. .

Self-Consistency Ebeory relative to self-enhancement'predictions. He cites

Korman's position as being "man is consistent And not self-enhancing" (Tx. 108).

In criticizing this posAion Dipboye points out that a najor source of ambiguity

is that researchers have.not tested the crucial self-consistency prediction that

low self-esteem,persons would seek-consistency even at the costs of remainpg in

a dissatisfyang occupation, 'failure, and Other namkive 66nseluAnces.

,.. ,

Colman and Olver (1978) tested thq yfo theories using reactions to flattery

as a function of self-esteem. They posited that the cwo theories'are not mutually

.
elclusive and so set out to test the ". . . xelative potenq of the self-,

enhancement and consistency . . theories. The,results of their study ". . .

pno
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, .

t..

provide umapbiguous support'for the cognitive consistency theory regarding the
. . , t.

effects of flittery, since subjects of high self-esteem reacted with greater

-
liking for the klatierer than 4id the subjects of low self-esteem who for their

part, tended actually to prefer the neutial evaluation" (p. 27). In discussing

, possible methodological problems the authors Conceded that their results ". . .

do not rule out the possibility of a concOmitant (though weaker) self-enhancement

-

effect'. "`

Greene (1978; Greene & Frandsen, 1979) tested the need-fulfillment and

consistency theories at predietors of eye contact behavior under varyifig conditions

of,keedback. As noted above his findings support'the need-fulfillment theory

wit.h regard to high self-estetm subjects while he interpreted the data from the
. - .

. . .

low self-esteem subjects as supporting consistency theory. Using Jones' "warm"

.., .

and "cool" classifications,,Greene's study is a "Warm" one. His result is

interesting.in that it does not fully support Jones' Contention that "warm" dies.,

should be interpretable within the need-fulfillment framewOrk.

It seems that the next dogical step in inyestigating the predictive power

of theserwo theciries is to rest them using low self-esteem subjects in a "warm"

study using both, positive and negative feedback conditions. In support 6:f this

notion Rosenberg (1979) suggests that if.one wishes to test need-fulfillment

mid consistency theories one can only do so by using low self-esteem subjects .%

since it is only with them one,can clearly fórmulate opposing hypotheses. He

....

, points out,."if our self-esteesm islhigh, then our liking for sosmone who thinks

r

well of us, and our,dislikingof someone who thihks ill df us, may be due to
..1k

r
our wish td maintain either self-esteem or self-consistency. It is onfy if we

. ; . )
.. '1

. .

'have low self-esteem 'that the two mi5tnes yield diflerent. predictions" (p. 60).

Conceptualization and MeasuremenCo

1.'ssThe conceptualization and measurement of self-esteem is comillicated by the
Ct

fact that some authors consider th s self-.esteem, self-concept; anifl self-

A/-
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image to be synonymous And interch angeable while other authors distinguish,among

-

.them. /?-

Silber and Tilipett (1965) define self=esteem as the feelings of satisfaction
«

a person has abdut himself as reflecting the difference between the self-image

and-the ideal-self-image. This definition isbased on the idea that each person

4

has a, aincept of how pe would really'like to bethe ideal self. The individual

whose self-image is pear his ideal self-image is considered tO haye high self-

esteem. Conversely, low self-esteem is found in individuals whose 'self-image is

far from their ideal'self=image. ITurner and Vanderlippe (1965) also subscribe

0

to ehis view of self7esteem.

In discussing the components f self-concept Wilmot (1979,kp. 36) cites

Duval and Wicklund's Theory of Obje ve Self-Awa

(
eness which specifies two

states people experience: (1) 'subjective awareness is a state where a person is

sb involved in the environment or an.activity s unaware of the self,

attention is turned away from the self; (2) the seco d state is objective self-

h

awareness where the person is able to examine him

T

1,f. Theeself becomes an object

4

in the environment and.can thus be scrutinized and evaluated. 'Thus self-esteem

is a product of self-awareness. Self-awareness is prompted by various situations.

. Wilmot (1979, pp. 37-3a) specifies four: (1) whenever an unusual,event happens,

(2) whenever a person'is reminded of being an.object in the world, (3)' whenever

interpersonal events, suCh as anticipation of meeting someone, occur and (4)

whenever one becomes aware of scrutiny from others.

Arguing from the symbolic interactionist view, McCall (1976) proposes that

"a person does not hae ad identit"ut multiple identities" (p. 173). He

outlines three areas"of identity thus: (1) Role-identity which he defines as

.*t

the person's ". . imaginative view of himself as he likes to think of himself

beilg and acting as an occupant of a particular oci position. . (p: 173).

(2) The.Self, or social self, which he conceiv as " . the rganized 'et 'of
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'
role-identities held by:an individual" (p. 1974), arta, (3) Character, which is

. '..that more salient s&bset of role-identities wftich the person striVes to

incorporate in his performance in a giVen sitnation which constitutes the

character he seeks.to aSsume in that situation" (p. 1974). Character, then, is

,

performance related and is 'most directly involved in the interactionkprocess.

"Chararr is dependent upon both the performer and the audience; it la truly a

social object" (p: 1975). If.the person's parformance in, a partictilar role is

convincing, i.e., consistent With and.expressive of the 'desired characer, then

he is secure. Unconvincing performance leads'tio ilack of acceptance of the

person's character by the audience.

Fitts et al. (1,971) specify three internal`dimansiOnS of'the self: (1) The
),

... .

Identity self is concerned with the question "Who am II"'And the answer is

concerned with social classifications such as name, sex, age,,race, etc. (2)

The Behavioral self is,reflbcted'in what the person does; this may include single

behaviors such as walking, or more complex behaviors such.As those involved'in

the executiOn of a particular job. (3) The Judging serf concerns how the person

feels about himself. Tfie Judgtng Self observes the Identity Self and says,

N4
"well done" or,'"I like you," or "I'm proud of you" (p. 17). Fitts goes on to

(7.

say, "Thg 'Observing or Judging Self attends primarily.to serf-esteem as it views

the Identity Self and Behavioral Self" p. 18).

Judgments about the self tend to be made on the basis of individual perform-.

ances: Thus self-esteem is seen asrelating to, and resulting from, judgments of

the performance of the self in spacific instances while aglf=concept is a more

global entity which is. the resule of accumulated judgments over time. Wells and

Marwell (1976) distinguish two underlying processes of self-esteem, namely,

evluation and affection. They go on to say,'"The distinction is somewhat proble-

matic, since the twp4liocesses seem empirically related; a person's feelings

about herself are bound to be significantly associated with her evaluations of

r-
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her qualities, abilities, and perfOrmances" (p. 62). They differentiate between

the two as follows: "Self-evaluation generally invplves more mechanistic,

causal descriptions, while salf-affection.tends to elicit more "humanistiC"

conceptualizations of behavior" (p. 62). Other authors make si6i1ar'd1stinct1ons

(White, Gordon, Symonds, Gecas, Hollander, ciigd in Wells and Marvell, 1976, p. 62).

The two processes maY occur becaube Of, feedback signals from.different

sources. If thekkvaivative component is based on evaluations the p-cerson redeives

about his performance in a variety of tasks, activities and situations, while

the affective component grows out of evaluatiims the person received bout himself

,

--for example, "you are a nice person, a good person" etc., then it'is possible

to identify two broad categories of communication or feedback signals which might

4

affect self-esteem: (1) feedback signals regardidg performance of a task or

&Ctivityena4, (2) feedback signals regarding phrsonal qualities.

Diverse conceptualizations of self-esteem have produced a variety pf methods

for its measurement. However, the most frequently used methods are based on the

.

conceptualization of self,--esteem aA.those feelins of.eatisfa4tion a person has

about him or herself which reflect the relatidnship between the actual self-image

and the ideal self-linage. Two examples of this type of pelf-esteem measurement

were selected for use in this study, namely, the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale

k(RSES) and the ,Tennessee pelf Concept Scale (TSCS). The RSES is a global self-

esteem measure consisting of a ten-4tem Guttman scale with a coefficientof

reproducibility of .92 and a cdefficient of scalability of .72. It is straight-

forward,-easy td administer and score, and was used by.Greene (1978; Greene &

Frandsen, 1979). The TSCS consists of 100.self7descriptive items which form a series

of'sub-scales with relia'bility coefficients ranging from .75 to .92 (Fitts, 1965).

(
Conceptualization and Neasureient of Eye Contact

.

' Several investigations haveprovided 'evidence which eit'her directly or

indirectly supports the proposition that eye contact performs a perceptual



,

4

gatekeeping function. Kendon (1960) demonstrated that when persons seek feedback

from others they make eye contact. ,CommuniCators look,away more while speaking

*

than while listening.
Subordkpates'look more while listening to a superior

than superiors do while listening to subordinates., Kleinke (1975) reported that

perdons Avoidedeye contact with people fhey disliked or'felt uncomfortable in

the presence of. Nielson (1964) fourld that "Lo$king away during listening

indica'ted"dissatisfaction with and qualification of alter's speech. Looking

- away during speiking indicated uncertainty with...the statementor a modification

of it. Looking at during listening indicated agreement or sheer attention.

,Looking at during'speaking indicated_interest in seeing the effect of the remark,

and certainty" (p. 155). Collectively these studies certify the role of eye

contaceln "selecting, filtering and receiving signals according to motives of the

communicator. r

Features oceye contact subject to relatively simple measurement include

direction, duration and frequencj of the communicator's gaze. The usual method

of measuring eye contact, and the one employed in this study, requires an observer,'

seated behind a one-way laass, to judge when a communicator is actually

making eye contact and to record Ole event on a device that will chart boththe

onset and termination of eye contract oVer time (Exline & Fehr 1978).

HYPOTHESEg

Following earaier research (Greene, 1978) and on the basis of the preceding,.

/
rationale, this investigation focuses attention on a-series of hypotheses

derived from the consistency theory perspective:

H
1
Low self-esteem subjects gill negative performance feedback and negatiye

personal feedbak will display plI) eye contact, behavior duting the feedback

than subjects.whO receive any of the other feedback conditions.

H
2

Low self-esteem subiects given negative performance feedback followed
%

by positive personal
feedback will"display less eye contact behavior"than those

'IL
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9.

who receive*all negative' feedback.?

H
3
Low self-esteem subjects Aven positive performance feedback followed by

negative, personal feedback will'nnt differ in the amount ofreye contact behavior

displayed ,from those subjects who, received negative performance feedback

followed by positivd.personal feedbadk;

114 Low self-esteem subjects given positive performance feedback and positive

personal feedback will display less eye contact behavior than subjects who receive

any of the other feedback conditions..

METHOD

Subj ct Selection

Both the RSES and the TSCS were administered to 599 prospective volunteer

subjects in order to determine the most appropriate criterion for identifying

subjects with "low self-esteem." Of the 599 persons who responded to these

instruments, 501 completed both scales in a manner that,provided usable1'4,ata.

'1'
In attempting to identify law sell-esteem subjects, the total gbore on theASES .

and the nine sub-scale Scores on'the Positive sub-scale of the TSCS
2

were
, 0

exathined inItially. Analysis of reapOnses to these instruments yielded moderate
. .

I
,

.
,

and
\

statistically significant correlations -between the RSES and each arthe

nine P scores from the TSCS ranginkfrom a low of .28 (RSES X.Family Self) to a

.high of .50 CRSES X Se1f-sat1sfaxt44., _However, only thirty of the 501

'Oospective volunteers provided sC46-0 on both instruments that clearly

indicated low self-esteem.. Fifty-two respondents provided scores ontRe RSESr

'indicating "low self-esteem"; forty7stx scored one standard deviation below the
s

group mean on the TSCSP (X = 346.86, S.D. = 32.32) and the distribution of scores

was negatively skewed. Cornsequentlyo.persons witha TSCSP Total scoreof 320

'dr less were designated as the Uow s'elf-esteem" group., Using this ciiterion

ed.hty-nine subjects were selected. This method included the thirty respondents
e

wbo scored low on both instruments but,,,4XCluded those who scored low on the RSES
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eq

and high'on tfie TSCSP, sub-scale. Of the eighty-nine identified in this manner,,

o seventy-five`Indicated that they were willing to partiCipate and sixty-six

attended the initial sessiOn: For a variety of reasons, eleven subjects failed

Ao provide usable data reducing the final subject pool to fifty-five. 3

Feedback Messages

In order totest the hypotheses concerning eye-contact behavior of low self-,.
;

esteem subjects in response to varying forms of feedback, messages were

constructed'to provide combinations o f' feedback regarding performance and,

\131

ersonal qualities. Bitedbuck concerning performande referied to the subjects'

attempts to solve Ole Baseball Problem
4
while feedback concerning personal

IP °,

qualities referred to the sgbjects` cognitive abiilxy and their commitment to

. , .,0-4w. .

.
,

Social Science research in general. Four versiOn§ of the message wer

1--

constructed to*include (1) negatave performance
,
negative personal; (2) negative

4
4

performance, positive personal; (3) positive performance, negative personal; and

(4) positive performance, positive personal feedback: In addition to' the four
6

versions used in the data-gathering phase of the investigation, a "neUtral"

message was developed for use in the initial session during which base line eye .

contact measures were established for each sUbject
:5

Inteiviewer and Observer Training

4
An interviewer was selected and trained to.present the feedback messages .

,

and to.serve as a point of focus for eye-contact by'the subjects. The

interviewer was trained to make eye contact with the subject as if they were,

.

engaged in-normal conversation. When she averted het gaze, however, the

interviewer was trained to look
cp

head, the gubject's chin, or to

away no further illan the top of the subject's

qither side of'-the subject's head e's far as

the shoulders. In other words, the inperviewer was trained to confine hei gaze

to an aginery frame around the subject's head which permitted her to see the

subject's eyes continuously either through direct%contact or through per4heral
c

s I



,

:1

,4

1.

U.
. ,

. 1.... C.

, 4
v .

, Y .

vision. 'This wanner of gaze waS selected in circler Ao avoid Constant staring .

.
that subjects taight.,cnstrue as threatening..

,

.
',,,,.,

%An observec was,se1e:c.te8 and trained to xnonitgi- the eye'contact behavior of

' -, 1 .

, f
. . .

.. .
subjects durint the intervieN w sessions. The Obgerier gas trained to use an

., ;;
,

7
, '

N . , \

electronic strip-Cbare recoreer to produce a permapeni. record of each subject's

.'
.' \ . .

4

eye-contact_with the intervideiNt Preliminary trainifig gessions employing a
, , `b k

-
1

video.taped simulation of a stibjeals.eye ContgCt bebavior were.cfonducted to
,

N
establish the observer's-reliability' in performing his-task.

Procedure 4 . -.\:. 1 ' % : 1 V 1,

. -.
% ' 1

s . . .. , . ..,

Subjects Who agreed to%participate in ate'. study werwasbigfed a'cbde nUmber,
,

.

'

\
.4

t." .
a a . 1

A
. 1 .'"4. . A

to.,.protedt their identity and given two appointments one week apart. ThesubjeCts
,.

:.
. ,

., '., \,'

Were dividedj.nto groups accOrding tofbeir scores 4:)11 t4.RSES aiid tpepjaii4osaly
..

,
.. -,. ,:,,,.

asgigned from thege groups to one of the four eXpeximental groupg. This was dohe
. , L

,
,

-

to ensure equal distribution of the RSES scores brdirghout,the,sample. the four_

_____ __ . .
,

. ..

. ,

k c

groups were randomly assigned to the experimental conditiOns.
4

44
\

Each subject who atEen- ded the initial session was interviewed individually :

3
'

i.
,y, A

and received Ihe same neutral statement, During the intc iceso,their base line
% .

eye contact scor e? were obtained, 4mmediate1y following Osis interview the

subjects read and. signed an Informed Consent Form, worked. n the Baseball problem
,

. .

for approximately 15 minutes; answered'three
'.
questions T1Ttaining to their

, -,IIC .

.

percep tion of their'perfoOance and degree of succegs o'104he Problem-and'

" > "4.P.F.
- ,

completfd a'questionnaIrfegardini their feelings about lolacipation in'Social
. .

Science experiments in general and this experiment in partkular.

One week later the subjects returned for a second piterview during whichthey
,.'

, ,) I '-..---

.

were, given_the feedback besskge to whic they eels ageigned. Their eye con-

.

tact behavior was again monitored and recorded. After this
,

interview they
i.,

. , %...,

,

f ' I
cimpleted another questionnaire designed'to monitor the cifOct,of the feedbabk

on their percePtion of their performance and to determinhoW they felt about
,.

A, _



a

tilp interview and the ,experiment. The three questions appended to the Baseball:
. . ,

1

problem and posed in the first gession were,embedded in this second questionnaire.
6

.

interviewt were videotaped.. ,,

The intepiewer and subject sat directly facing oneanother,othe distance

-between..them being 1.5 to 2-meters. :The' inte ewS took plhce.in a room wiih a

one-way mirrorel''The interviswer sat with'her*tlaCk_to,the mirror. Theobserver t
.

- '

4

was -seated behinA the mirror direct ly behind the interviewer so that he waa facing
L

, )

,

the subjectt
T . e

The ohierver:c.Odefljthe eye contact behavi:Or-of.the sufi4ects on a Honeywell

,.,.
chart recorder,Electronic::19 model. 'The efittt-4,Nas'marked in tenths Of 14,inch,
-

.
..,

,

and the speed was set to . ten secoas per inch. The,chart was in constant motion.

When the su-bject'made eye, contact the observer depressed a bdtton causing 'the pen

-

I 3

to travel horizontally across the'hart. The observer leased the button when,.

the subject broke eye contact, thus the eye co tact data.were nverted to a

permanent record. . AILS- dvO'oeted-by Argyle (1946). "
,

Analysis of-Data

The Amount,of eye contact each tibject made during the initial and experimental

interviews was ca,lculated and 'expressed as a percentage of the total duration of

The interview. 'The ratio of eye contact to no eye contact was also calculated

and; since there was no sisnfficant difference betWeen the sets of data produced,

by thee two methods the percentage was-,used in'the data analysis.

To discover whether tae were meaningful and siRificant relationshipbr

between any of the variables, correlation coefficients were Calculated between

all the possibly related variables.in the data set.
4

"

.1,4th reference to the-four hypotheses the differences in eye contact behavior .

for each of the four groups were calculat ed and analysis Of variance car- ried out.

To establish whether the subjects discriMinated between performance and personal
. .

feedback a new set of variables was generated and analysis of variance carried out.
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The data.vere.aaso,examined for evidence regarding-the effect of theteubject1 s

feelings toward the
1ntervi0.

ewer on theft eye contact:,behair,ior; the effet of feed-

,e
back on their perceptions of. the4r success on the Baseball Problem; the effect of

their feelings about the experiment on their eye cOntact behaior; the effect of

.
their feelings About theit' performance on their'eye contact.behaviar. In all the

.

above cases, analyses:of variance were carried out.

-RESULTS

Three sete of data were Collected in this investigation.' The first of these

'
'was-the eye contact difference.sCoyes for-each subj.ect. , These Scores vere

Computed by subtracting each suh)eces eye contact drratiOn sCore forhe'feedback
:4go.

interview.(Experimental'EYe Contact Behavior, E.E.C.B.) from the,eye contact
,

.

,-
.

1.
. .

$,
duxation score for the neutral nterview(Baseline Eye COntaCt S'pore, B..E.C.B.).

This yielded the Difference in Eye Contact (D.E.C.) s9ore. These data were treated

I.

by analysis of variance (NE.C.-Scores x Feedback Conditions)' using the Statistical

Analysis System (AS), Ceneral Linear Modell. Ptogram.
.

-
0

The second set of data cathe fromthe eleven item-questIonnaire which the

subjects completed after the feedback interview. Using analysis of variance

these 'data were examined for ,the effect of the feedback on the subjects' feelings
, -

toward the interviewer, the subjects', feelings toward the experiment, and theft

feelings about their performance on the Baseball Problem and their estimate of'

...

sucCess on the problem. Three of these questibns were responded'to twice, once

after completing the Problem and again after the feedback interview. To examine
.

. . - ..
p

the effect of feedback on the responsee to these,questions, several new ;variables

were ienerated and analysis of variance carried out.

The third set of'data came from a set of variableS generated to exataine

.wheher tlie subjects differentiated between performance feedback and personal

feedback. Analysis of variance '(D.E,C. Scores x Performance Feedback and A.E.C.

Scores x Personal Feedback) were carried out.

1.5
t .
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Eye Contact Analysis

In order to' test the fout deiived hYpotheses it was necessiTy to
-

determine-whether different feedback Messages'had.different effects on eye
. ,

_

. contact behavior: "To do this an analysis of variance (D.E.C. Scores x

Feedback Condition) was carried out. The results of this analysis, indicate no

statistically significant effect. The c hanges.in eye contact behavior with

the.feedback conditions were much less than the standard deviation for D.E.C.,

. i.e., the variability_of.the- D.E.C. scores within the groups Was much gieater

,than the variability of the D.E.C. scored between.them, yielding a low F value

-X.

Inspection of the initial difference in eye contact (D.E.C.) scores

revealed the subjects who received Condition I (netative performance,

negative personal feedback),made more.eye contact than subjects who received

any other feedback condition, but the difference was not statisticallY

^

significant, thus H
1
was not supported. SubjeotS who received Condition 4

0

(positive
pe

rformance, positive personAl feedback) made less eye-contact than

subjects receiying any other feedback but, ofice again, thdifference was not

statistically significant, thus H4 waS not supported. Subjects'who received ,

-Conditions 2 and 3 made less eye contact than_those,wbo receiyed Condition 1

.

and more than those who received Condition 4 but the differenci was' not

tatistically Significant. 'In Addition there was a slight diffeTence in the

eye contact scores between the subjects in Condition 2 and Condition 3, thud

both 112 and 113 were rejeCted. The differenCe-between the eye contact behavior

, of gubjects in Conditions 2 and 3 may indiCate that they were attendini3 to the

performave Aspect rather ihan the personal aspect; however, the.difference

.

was not statistically significant.



The D.E.C. scores fpr each condition were plotted as histograms.

1*5.

Inspection of these showed that the,extreme values of D.E.C. in-groups 1, 2, and

4 appearato lie excessiVelyfarfrom the group meang in relation 6 the-
*

standard deviations-of the groups. In particular, the high standard deviatlons

in the Conditionel and Conditibn 4 groupg were seriously influenced by the

maximum values in these groups. The effect of these extreme D.E.C. valups on

the conclusions was,investigated by applying a statistical criterion for

excluding such extreme values from the analysis.. Thp criterion,is as follows:

Given a sample of N observations, the N'th value is compared with the mean and .

-

standard deviation of the'remaining 01-1). If ,the'igobabilityof obtaining a -

value this far, oe further, from the mean pf thebther (N-1)" values is less than

1/20N, the N'th value is excluded from the distribution and the analysis is.

repeated. In this way those extreme values which have a <5% probability of '

occurring as often as once by chance in a sample of N observations (on the basii

of the variance eihibited by the rest 6F-Ehe sampa)aife-eXcludec% -This i)rocess

has the effect of filtering."excesg'" within-group variance out of the distribution

regardless of its origin. In samples bf the'size u$ed here the filtefing process

,

might be Unduly sensitive to chance fluctuations in the estitnates.pf the means

and standard deviations. Tests of the filtering process using the i/4N and 1/100N

.41

probability levels gbowed,.however, that the regults here are insensitive to the

exact level of signifieance at which the extreme values ere excluded.

Application'of this criterion to the data permitted elimination of seven

4 .

sub3ects from the data set, one from Condition 1, three from Condition 2, and

three from Condition 4. Analysis of variance (D.E.C. sdores x Feedback

Condition) was repeated. Examination of these results revealed that elimination,
.

of the seven subjects mith extreme scores had the' effect of reducing the within-
.

group error by almost two-thirds, and considerably increasing the F value (F=1.50),

but the result wes still not statistically significant (p = 0.22). The' eye
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contact data that resUlted from the filtering process'showed that the ,subjects`

who received Condition 4 made less eye contact than those who.received ConditicTs

1 and 2. However, this differente was still not statistically signifioant thud

H, was again rejected. Subjects who received Condition 2 made more eye contact ,

than'those Who received Conditio6 1 and 3 thus H H 2; and H
3
were'rejected. The

.

filtering process had the mogt drastic effect on the variance within group 2.

This may explain the above result where subjects in Condition 2 made more eye,
-

contact than those i Conditions 1 and 3. The unfiltered results indicate'a trend

toward support o potheses 1 and 4 while the-filtering process had the effect of

more strongly supporting hypothesis

The Eleven Item Questionnaire

The eleven-item questionnaire contained questiOns pertaining to the subjects?'

feellngs about the inteviewer, the experimeilt, and their performance on the

Baseball Problem. Some of theltems had neghtive wording and some had positive

wording. Each iteM was_scored.on a 'even point scale'from 7 = "strongly agree"

to 1/ "strongly disagree" for- the positiNely worded questions, and 1 = "strongly

agree" to 7 = "strongly disagree" for the negatively worded questions. Thussa

high score always represented'a'positive a ttitude.

As noted above, the questions toncerned a) ,the subjects' feelings toward ,the .

'interviewer:questions 3, 6lance10; b) the subjets? feelings toward 'the

experiment-questions 1, 4, 5, and 9; and c) the subjects' perceptions-of their
,

performance on the Baseball Problem, questions 2 and 8. Question 11 asked ihe

.)

kUbjects toiestimate the number of players they placed correctly on the\prolem.

Questions pertaining to the interviewer were.added together to yield a total

score,, P.Q.I. Questions pertaining to the expeiiment were added together.to

4 4-

yield a total scoretP:Q..A. Finally those questions pertaining to the,subjectg?

perception of their performance were added together ,to yield a total score P.Q.P.
.5

Analyses of variance' (P.0.1.1cFeedback Condition, Pl.A. x 'Feedback

18.
f 0,



ConditiOn, P.Q.A. x YeLdback Condition, and P.Q.P. x Feedback Condition) weie

carried out. The results' showed that ihe feedkack had no effect on the subjects'

liking for the interviewer (F=0.61, p=0.61). The results for P.Q.A. indicated

that the subjects who recefved positive feedback evaltiated the experiment scrwhat

more favorably (Y=2.56), p=0..06). The results for P.Q.P. indicated that subjects

14* received positive feedback evaluated their performance more higllr than those

who received negative feedback (F=4.83, p=.005). The sUbjecte who eceived negative,

feedback evaluated their performance mix?ch lower than those who received p9sitive-
.

.
.

fe dback. This result indicates that Ile feedback was effective in influencing

the subjects perception of their. performanteL_

The subjtcts gnswered questions 2 and 8 twice, once fthm
f

etia y after
T* .

completing the Baseball Problem and,again after the feedback interview. To further

examine the effect of feedback on the subjetts' perception of their perfofmince

the questions were separated,and a new set of yariables was generated bzjsubtract-
1 .

ing the scores of,the,second response to 'blese questions from the scdigs foi the

_first r.....e.segginee. Thus-for qubstion 2 there. was a Better Than Most (BTM),score,

and for question 8 a More Toorly:Than Expected (MPTE) scor4e. ' , .

..

An'alysis of-variance, (BTM xTeedbaCk Condition arid HTTE ):. 7eedback- Condition)

were computed. Examination of these resqlts indicated that the strongest effect

waS in the score (F48.87; p=.001). Suhjects Who receiVed Condition.1 reduced

their est mate while those who received-Conditions 2-, 3 And'4,fUcrgased the4-

estimate. The same holds true for the MFTE score's but this.result is not dtrong

1,

414".
(F=2.20; p=,1).. 'Both of these restate indicate that the feddback Was' effective:

or

Finally the responses to.question 11 confirm this conclusion. 'Question 11

4

asked the subjects to estimate their degree of success, gin the Baseball Problem.

Again the subjects respbhded to this question twice. To test whether the feedback
%

had any effect on thefr: estimate of success a new Variable*s. generated .by

I .0,

sub.tracting the seciancUresponsetd-this quedtion from, the tirst response, ,

ii
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0

yir,Iding a Difference in PeF,formance Estimate (DPE) score. Analysis of variance,

.

,

I. , ,
, .\. ,

'':

,

DPE x Feedback Condition, was computed and IheIbieults indicate that subjects who
A, V.'

a \ 4
,

received Conditions 1 and 2 reduced their estimate of success. Those who
4

received Condition 3 increased their estimate Of success and those Who'received

.

Conditfon 4 did not change their estimate at all.

Thee results for Conditions 1, 2, and 3 confirm that the feedback was

effective. The result of no change in estimate of success (Condition 4) is

curious and may be explainefil-by the fact lhat the subjects did not belieVe the'

interviewer:" Foe eXample,Subject #26 had one of the lowest Total P scores in
, ...- . .?

....--

'. -

1
t

the group and her.behavior (which was remarked upon by all the assistants in the

experiment) indicated that her self-esteem, was very low. She received Condition 4

(positive performLnde, 4
positive personal) and had a very high DEC score. It J.;

possible that she was staring at the interviewer in affiazement'and disbelief.

Another explanation for the no change in group 4 is that.it occurred by

chance. Inspection of the indAddual raw Scb.res for this-- question indigated,That

).1 V #

only five sqbjects actually changed their ettimates, three increased their
t

e,

p

estimgte, and two decreased it. Clearly the tbsence of statietfcally significant, ,

results forthe Difference in Eye Contact behavior cannot'be explained by'a

failUreof the attempt to manipulate the feedback messages.

Performance versus Personal Feedback,

\

To determine whether the subjects diffel-entiated between performance and'

personal feedback, neW variables were generated so that Performance 1 referred to

negative performtnce evaluation and Performance 2 referr4to positive perform-
.

ange evaluation. Likewise Personal 1.-re errea o-negative personal evaluatiOn

\, and Personal 2 refrred to positive personal evaluation. Analyses of variance

(Ptrformance x D.E.C.,.And'Personal xrD.E.C.) were carried out. Inspection of
,

the data revealed that there was, no statistfcally significant effect. However
.

. the val(es for'performapce feed.ba&k)were higher than those for personal feedbaci,

.

k

*F.
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thus it was conclnded that.there was a'tendency fo.c,the subjects to attend more
1

,
t6 the performance feedback. But; since this trend was not statistically signifir

cant, there are several possible explanations for it.

First, self-esteem is t4 product of the evaluatiVe Oless and is cloSely

related to performance. .Thus it mfhht be epected that subjkts low'self-

. esteem will tend to focus.more on feedback pertaining to their performance. A
4

Second explanation 'concerns the fact that the subjects were all undergraduate

students and, as sucti, they were very performance oriented and tended to focus

on feedback pertaining to it. When4he results of-this study were presented to

the classes from which the subjects were drawn several individuals pointed out
0

that the subjects may have felt that the interviewer was no in a.position to

evaluate their personal characteristics on the basis of the small amount,of

information she had about them, thus the pesonal feed ack was not perceived as
-

credible so they paid less attention to it..

An addit1 ional finding from these data concerns the fact that the values

the ifegative feedback in each condition (i.e., Performanct 1 and Personal 1)

were somewhat higher than those fox the positive feedback in each condition

(Performance,2, Personal 2). Again the results were not statistically significant,

thus it can only be coneluded that the subjects tended to attend more to the
, s

,negative feedback. ,The or,der of presentation of the feedback meseages-mayhave
,

contributed to theselitldings.
.

\

Other evidence in support of the contention that the subjects attended
,

.preferentially to performance feedback is found in't%11% analyses of questioni 2
.o.

. . -,44.
%.

and 8 on the eleven item questionnakre. Retell that the3scores for these
...

, .
. .

. .
,

.

questions were added together to yield the POP score and analysis of variance

(PO x Feedback Condition) was carried' out. It was clear from inspection of
,

,
.

,
.

.

.
,

the results, of.this analysis that poSitive feedilackhad a significant effect

upon the subjects' perception of their performance (F=i,4.83;,p=.005). The subjects

r
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who received the all negalive feedback condition,evaluated their performance much

A
lower than those who receivedithe all positive condttion. It appears ehat thote

who received Condition 2 did allow the positive personal feedback into their per-.

ceptpal field but not to a great extent. Subjects who received Conditidi 3, on

the other hand, appear not to have heard the negative personal evaluation; this .

supports the suggestion that the subjects paid more attention to the perforniance

feedback.

Other Findings

Correlation coefficienta,for all items in the data-set'were compu:ted. There,

were small but significant Correlations between the Baseline' Eye Contact Behavior

(B.E.C.B.) score and the Fatily (r=.41), Social (r=.34), Identity (r=.34),'

Behavior (r=.30), and Total P (r.-37) subscale scores of the Tennessee Self Concept

Scale. This correlation was not present between thetExperimental Eye Contact

Behavior (E.E.C.B.) score and the above TSCS subscale scores.

DISCUSSION

'In an earlier study Greene-(l9/4 Greene and Frandsen, 1979) dgmonstrated a

4
difference in communicative behavioT between people with high self-esteem and

N

4 .
.

those with low self-esteem. His re ults indicated that while bie former accepted
4.

positive feedback about their perfor
4

nce, the latter pot only rtjected positive

feedback but attended to, and accepted\ negative feedback. about'theiroperfofmance.

/n bOth cases the subjects accep d communicatiopsconsistent with their

self-image. The'effect of accepting n6ative feedback'on low self-etteem snbjects

, is to perpetuate the row self-esteem state, thus the subjats behavior leads to

a self-fulfilling prophecy. Realization, of this fact led to the questions
,.

underlying the present study. The luestOns concerned whet
. .

self-esteem

.
subjects would accept positive feedback g it were mixed wit

31,

and whether they would attend difteredtially'to feedback a
, "v. , .

. ,
,

,

compared to feedback'about.their personal haraptevistAcs.

eedback

formance
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The review of the literature on self-esteem and self-concept indicated that

,

he tb constructs are related. Self-esteeM ;esultslormfthe evaluatiOn process
. ,

...

_
while self-concept concerns the individual's attitudes toward the evalua,d,self.

'Thus performance feedback may be related to self-esteei while personal feedback

is more related to seif-concept.. A further COncern of this study'was whether the"-

consistency theory prediction would hold when subjects were presented with, mixed

,piositive and.negative meSsages. Four hypotheses concerning eye contact were

derived from the consistency theory perspective., To test these hypotheses an

4

tnvestigatibn was deisigned-qn which eye ,contact behavior in various feedback
- . /

situations was assessed.'

THe investigatiod was based on the assumption that eye contact performs a

gatekeeping function. Thus the DEC scores were interpreted es indicating the

degree to which the subjects permitted the feedback to enter their perceptual

field. The predictions concerning the degree to which they wOuld.permit this

were base he self-esteem scores. Thefsubjects in tIVs study had low self-

esteem s ahd, based on Greene's findings, it was expected that they would

not permi positive feedback to entettigkr perceptual field.
A

Merhabian (1 67) has shown that people make eye contact during conversation

with people they lie. It'is possible that the ,differences in eye contact
. .

scores in this study can he explained by the fact that some of the subjects
./

liked the interViewe others did not; this liking would, in turn, result in

them making eye contact ith the interviewer. Consistency theory holds that

people are motivated,to aintain a consiptent self-image, whether it is gobd or
r-t1=1'

,bad. Since the subject in this study all had.low self-esteem, or'a poor self-

image, consistency theory p edicts that they ,would like the interviewer if:she

gave them negative feedback because this was consistent with their *self-esteem.

This liking based on the negative message would ,result in increased eye contact

with the interviewer. Need-fulfillment tHecm holds that people have a need for
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a positive self image and are thus mottvated to behave inlwayllift'weuld enhance

their self-esteem. Thus need-fulfillment theory predictS-:that thd subjects 1.n

this study would like the interviewer if she gave threm poSitive feedback.

Questions 3, 6,.and 10 on the eleven item questionnaire werd related to the

subjects' feelings toward the interviewer. In order to test whether liking of

the interviewer had any effect on the lbjectb' behavior the responses to these

questions were added together to yie1t4 one score, the PQI.score. Analysis of

variance, (PQI x Feedback Condition) was carried out. There was only a slight

difference between the groups (F7.61) and tNisIifference w'ailnot statistically

significant (p=.61), thus it was concluded that the subjects' feelings towird

the interviewer did noi' affect their eye contact behavior. This finding supports

Greene's (1978) contentIon that ". liking is not superior to gatekeeping in

0

accounting for the eye contact data" (p. 66).

A second alternative explanation concerns the relationships betwden eye

. .t

contact behavior and response to threat. Ellsworth and Carlsmith (1973) demon-

strated that subjects who felt threatened. incieased.their eye contact with the

threatening person and, in doing so, succeeded in intimidating the other thereby

reducing the threat. In this study evidence, of increased eye contact might indicate

, that the subjects found the'interview threatening. Questions 1,,4, 5, and 9 on sr

the eleven item questionnaire related to the subjectsi feeling aboutthe experiment.

To test wbether the smbjects' feelings about the situation affected their eye

# contact behavior the responses to these questions were added together to yield one

score, the PQA score. Analysis of variance, (PQA X Feedback Condition) was carried

out. The subjects who received negative performance feedback'indicated less posi-

tive feelings toward the experiment than did those wild received positive performance

feedback (7-2.56) but this resuli was'not statistically significant (1)=.06).

Consistency Theory verSus Need-fulfillment Theory

One of the stated purposes of this study was to Provide further testing,of,
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the predictions derived from consistency theory and need-fulfi.11ment theory.. Recall

that consistency theory holds that,people 4re motivated.to maintain a consiatent

self-kmage regardless of whe440F it is positive or negative. Need-fulfillment
.

theory, on the other hand, tIolds that people have a need for a positive self-image

and that their behavior will be directed toward enhancing their self-esteem.'

.
RA. lowing Greene's results, whictv.itidicated support for consistencY theory

with refereaee to predictinei: havior in low self-esteem subjects, the hypotheses

of this study were derived from the consistency theory perspective. The results

pertaining to the subjects' eye contact behavior in.response to four different,

4

feedback conditions were not 9tatisticall significant but they indica a tendency

for the subjects to attend'to the negative feedbeek more than to the positiye
4

feedback. The results of this study lend weak support to Greene's finding that

consistency theory is more appropriate for'predicting eye contact behavior in

low self-esteem subjects than is need-fulfillment thedry becauSe of the lack of

statispcally:significant differences,

Considerable research has been C ied out On this topic in the past resulting

in support for both consistenc fulfillment theories. St6hen,Jones

(1973) reviewed sixtelt of these\trudies and a vanced ariuments in support of

need-fulfillment theory. Jones boncluded that tudies which'supported consistency

theory did so because of three methodo rrors. FirSt Jones distinguished

"between "warm" and "cool" studies. War tudies dre those in which the subjects

are directly evaluated while cool studies are those in which the subject,s are,not

directly involved but observe and rePOrt their impressions of others. Jones

contended that cool studies ate more likely to yield results in support of

consistency theory because Ake suWects' bun needs are not involved.

His second explanation concerned Jones'.concept of "Personalism." He

cntended'that evaluations focused on the person himself would result in suppbrt

for need-fulfillment theory whlle evaluatiofis focused On external factors would

produce results in support of consistency' theory. Jones' third argument is that
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studies in which.the subjects anticipate the publi revelation ofstheir actual

success or failure will inerease their' tendency to make apparently self-consistent

responses.

:In'a critique of Jones' contentions'Greene (1978) pointea out that the
/

results of his-study were in conflict with the first two predictions end noted that,

'the t rd did not apply in the cede of his study since the*esulta of the sutjects'.

mitc,

performance were confAaential. The same conclusions'ean,be drawn inthe present

study. Greene went on to point out two methodological problems which he mceived
$4,

as confounding the r1tsof studies that snpport need -flaTTITTIZEctheory. The

firtt problem is that most of the studies u;'ed written response's as the aapendent

variable. He pointed out that in writing a response subjects will bring conscious
,

strategies and co4liance with,norms into play. The second problem concerns .

. . .e

reciprocity. The studies typically required the subjects to both give and receive:
.

,

feedback. -Greene contended ". . . thatthe predietions we Would take using a

reciprocity model Sre th(same as those We WM.Ild generate using need--Tfulliment
-,

theory" (1978, p. 62). Because of the extraneous variables present in written

responses Greene contended that the use of eye contact as the dependent variable

mdde his design superior to those used previously.

The results of this stud/ seem tO highlight the importance of selection Of

the dependent variablessin,experitiental 'investigations, particularly those

designed to investigate the relative Merits of consistency theory and need-

. fulfillment theory as predictors'of communicative behavior in subjects with

various levels of self-esteem.

CONCLUSIONS

The results of the present stndydo not entirely support Greene!s contentions,

However, the differences between the results from the eye contact data and those

from the Written responses (the eleven item questionnaire) certainly bring the

4

,question of choice of the 'dependent variable into focus. At the intuitive 'level

9 4.%
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it seems that the more spontaneous the dependent variable; thekAess Limly there
, .

are to be extraneous variables whichdliconfuSe the'effeet Of th independent
.. .

0 A
7.. 1 ':'

variable. Certainly Greene s,resulf 'appear to support this "contention.

. . .
.

...

Although the results of t i,s..study.are ambiguous with.resvect to whether

.
54

the subjects attended.to the perforpance or personal aspect6 oof .the4ledback,
,

there is some indication that they tended to focus on the perormance feedback.
, r

The slight preference bhe 'subjects in'this study'showed in a4endint to performance

feedback may be due to the fact that they were all undergraduate students.

./

a.r.
.0

5.,

A



Notes

1The RSES, form Al, consists of five positively phrased and five negatively

phrased itemS to which subjects respond by inaicating one of four choices 'along

a continuum from "strongly agree" to "strongly disagrea." 'The scoring procedure

developed.by Rosenberg yields total scores rangin% fn.:in: 0 to 5. According to

Rosenberg, a total score, of 0 indicates high self-esteem, a total: score'of 1 or 2

,

indicates a medium levellof self-esteem, aria a score of 3, 4, or 5inditates low

0
self-esteem tRosenberg,'1919).

2
The Positive sub-scale (P) of the TSCS consists of 45 positively iThrased

and 45 negatively,phrased self-descriptive items tO which subjects respond by,,

indicating one. of five choices along a continuum from "completely false" to

ft completely true." The P sub-scale yields nine separate scores: three reflecting

the respondenes'ineernal frame of reference (Identity, Self-Satisfaction and

Behavior), five reflecting the respondent's external frame of refertnce (Physical

Self, NOral-Ethical Self, Personal Self, FatilY Self, and Social Self), and a
v

Total score (Fitts, 1965).

3Two subjects appeared at the initial session wearing dark glasses; one
A

appeared at the second session wearing dark glsses; one arrived too late to com-

plete the activities of the second session; one, dropped out of the study; one was

out,of town,'and five failed to appear for the second session at the time they

had agreed to.
-3

4The Baseball Problem is an exercise.in logic that provides information

necessary to determine the names of players af.each of the nine positions on,a

,baseball tea A copy of the problem and the answer sheet are included in the

. appendix to this report.

5Copies of each of the five messagda are included in the appendix to this
4/.

teport.

,

6
COpies of the,questionnaires are included inithe appendix to this report. '

9
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APPENDii'A'

2

The Baseball Problem

This problem is designe&to test your powers of reasoning, skill in
observation, and ability to deal With seVeral piecesA4f information at once.
As such it provides a measure of cognitive complexity.

- Your task is to determine vhich position each member of the basekel1
team plays from the clues given below.

1. .:O'Reilly and Ruck each ebok 20 dollars from the pitcher at poker.

2. Phillips was taller than C011ins and shorter than,Simpson, but
-each weighed more than the third baseman.

1.*

3. 'The third baseman liv4d near Cohen in the same apartment. N
7 1

4. Polan and the outfielders are'pinochle sharks.

5. Simpson, Polan,,Ruck,,,the right fielder, and tBe center fielder are.,
bachelors; the rest are married.- -

6. Of Love and Collins, one wasan outfielder:

7. The right fielder was shorter than the center fielder.

8. The third baseman was the pitcher's wife's brother,
,v1

9. Powell was taller than the infielders except for Cohen, O'Reilly)
, -

and Uwe.

10. The second basement beat Cohen, Ruck, Phillips, and the catcher at,
golf.

11. The third baseman, the shortstop, and Phillips each drove Fords.'

12: The second baseman was engaged to Polan s sister.

13. Love lives in the same house as hiS sister, and be hates the catcher.

14. Love, Ruck, and the shortstop each have blond hair.
0

15. The catcher has,three-daughtersphe third baseman has two sons,
but Power11 is being sued fondivorce.

You now have enough information to give the'positions onthe-ba5eball
team..



Answer Sheet

Place beside each position the name:of the player who occupies It.

"Catcher--

First Baseman--

Second Baseman--
to-

Shortstop--

. Third Baseman--

Left Fielder--

I

,r

;

Center Fielder--

Please indicate the.position on the Strongly Agree-Strongly Disagree .

continuumcwhich bestrapproximates,your response to eiach_statement.

1. All things Considered.I think I did better than most people on the,

Baseball Problem. .

Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree

2. I did more poorly on the Baseball Problem than I expected.

Strongly Agree .Strongly'Disagree

3'. I estimate that I positioned Players cOrrectly on the BaseVall

Problem.

I.

.

4.
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APPENDIX

NEGATIVE PERFORMANCE, POSITIVE PERSONAL 'MESSAGE

Hello, -would yoWsit here please? That's, fine.

As you know the purpose,o'f this meeting is to, discus's the experiment and

ur performance during the,last session.
lt

First, let me say that we think it's a good idea 'to let'everyone'knoil.'

w ere they stand since studies have shown that.uncertainty can lead to anxiety:

i

In particular I want to talk about your work on the Basebail,Problem.

Y u remember that wasthe problem in which you were given a number of 'clues

a d asked to determine which position each member of the team played.

1

I must say that your wotk during that session has led tcx -some seriOs

qIestions on our part which need some
answers. '

Frankly, I must say that you didn't do well on the task: You weren't able

complete it correctly in tte time allowed. In fact you weren't close to

s4lving the problem.

The Problem was quite difficult but we don't feel it was so difficult

06.- that ii could not be workednut.

However, the fact that you came and participated indicates you took the

'ex eriment seriously and gave your best. You indicate a high,level

conmitment to the experiment and a positive interest in assisting in communica

ti n research,

Because of the nature of the problem your staying with it indicates you

are able to,tackle cognitively complex tasks and can make an effort to

otianize data in order to make sense out of it.

However, we still have some taskkfor'you to complete, I can't give you

any specific information about your score on the Baseball Froblet or the

correct procedures for working it; 'I'm sure you understand that.

C.

Now, we have a few more things'for you to do and your part in this

experiment will be over. First, we would like for yOU to fill out another

quef tionnaire. This one isn't very long and shouldn't require too much time.

Ple se give the.questions serious thought.

After you e completed that questionnaire there's be another meeting to

dis uss the exp iment and yout part in it.



APpENDIX D

4,
47

POSITIVE PERFORMANCE, NEGATIVE PERSONAL MESSAGE

Halo, would you sit here please? That's'fine.
. -

As you knok the purpose oethis meeting is to diSCuss the experftent and
your performance during the last session.

First, let me say that wathink it's a good idea to let everyone know
where they stand since studies have shown that unceitainty can lead to, an4.ety.

s

In particular I want to talk about your work on the Baaeball PrOblem.
\You remember that was the.trohiem in which you were given,a nuiber of climb

and asked to determine which pOsition-each 'member of tile team played.:

I must say:that you did Nigry well on the problem.

As I expect you realize it.is.a difficult problem, tbo,difficult to N

complete it in the time allowed, however you did very well in the time.
4

You got parts of ft'correct and, more important, you seemed to be on the

right track.,

We dta,, however, have some questions about your commitment to the experi-

ment. We wondered if you took it seriously and whether you are really
interested in communication research. . .;,,

.

There were also indications you may.have* some difficulty with cognitively
complex 'tasks and'with organizing data in ordar to make sense of it.

"Because we still have some tasks for you to complete, I can't give you
any specific information about yOur score on the Baseb4l Problem or the

correct procedures for working it; I'm sure you understand that.

Now, we have a few more things for you to do and your part in this

experiment win be over. 'First, we would like for you to fill out,another

questionnaire. This one isn't very long and shouldn't require too much time.

Please give 'thie questfons serious thought..

. After you've completed that questionnaire there'll be another meeting to
discuss the experiment.and your part in it.
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POSITIVE PEkFORMANCE, POSITIVE PERS9NAL-NESSAGE

Hello, would you sit here please? That's fine.

.

Asiyou know the purpose of this meeting is'to discuss the experiment and

your performance during the laat session. .

First, let me say that we think it's a good idea to let everyone know

where.they stand since st9dies have thown that uncertainty can lead to anxiety.

In particular I want.to talk about your work on the Baseball Problem.

You remember that was the problem in which you were given a number of Clues and

asked to determine which position each member of the team played.

I must say
1

that you did'very well on the problem.

As Iexpect you realize it,is'a ifficult problem,'too -difficult to

complete in the time allowed, however you did very well in the time.

You got parts of it correct and, mq e Important; you seemed to be on the

right track.

Your-success in this situation seems to indicate you took the experiment

seriously and gaV'e' it your best. You indicate a high.ievel of commitment to

the experiment and a positive interest in communication research.

Because of the nature of the.problem yOiir. good Performance indicates you

may have no difficulty with cognitivelS, complex tasks and that you are able

to organize data in order to make sense of it. ,

jaecause we still have Some tasks for youf to complete, I can't give you

any AlSecific infortation about your score on the Baseball Problem or the correct

procedures for working it; I'm sure you understand that.

Now, we have 4 few more things foryou to do anCir part in this

experiment will be over. First, we would like for you to fill out another

questionnaire. This one isn't very long and shouldn't require too much

time. Please give the questions serious thought.

After you've completed that questionnaire there'll be another meeting

to discuss the experiment and your part in it.

)7
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This is the neutral message delivered to all subjects in the initiacl

interview-.

. .

Hello. 'Would'you sit down here? Thgt's fine.

35.

I'm here to explain the study for which you've volunteeredand to ahWer
any questionawhich you may have.

, . 1
. ' .,.

,

First of all, let me make it clear that complete anonymity %:lili be

madhtained thrpughout this investigation. In fact, no one ihvoled with

this study will ever know your-name. You will be asked to sign in inforMed

consent form, but this.is only to satisfy University iequirements and not
.

for identification.
.

Instead, you have bzen given a number. This number is your identification.

Please be sure to remember this number. That way we will know who you are,:
when you return for the next session.

411

Because you will not be identified, I want to ask that you be as open
and as thoughtful as possible as you participate in the experiment.

Also, if at.any time you wish to 'drop out of,the experiment, you may feel,

free to do so at any time. The samg thing gots for any questions you are asked

or any tasks you are asked to perform. If you don't want to answer the question

or perform the task, then you certainly don't have to,,

,In this experiment we are interested in correlating certain,personality

variables with behavior. Wryer, because of the possibility of biased
results, we can't be any more specific at this time. During the second session

the purpose of the study will be made clear.

The experiment, as you already know, will require two sessions, this one

and one other, each-about one-half an hour long. In each of these sessions ar,fu

will be asked to fill out a number of short questionnaires and to perfpruCsome

pencil and paper tasks.

We are required by the University to advise you of any discomforts or risks

which Ate involved in this study, and while,there are no risksit is of courSe

possible that the discussion of your performance may not be entitely pleasant.

Of courser-the benefits of the study, both for you and communication
scholars, make the study attractive. You will g9t/to experience first hand

the conducting of a social science experiment, and you will be _introduced to

theories of human motivation which you probably won't encounter in the

classroom. In addition, the experiment will add to our knowledge of the process

of human communication.

Now, when you leave here, you will be taken tO,a .Private-root where you

will find an informed consent form. Attached to it is much the same information

I have told you here. Wben you are finished, give it tç the expOimenter there

and she will give you yoUr instructions.

',611
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36.

. Now I'd like to ask once more that You do take de.investigation seriously
and carefully consider the afiswers.you give. to,the questions which are asked.

Is there anything else?

Thank you'lor coming.

6

1.>"
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APPENDIX G

Post-Initial Interview questionnaire'

A -

Instructions: Circle one answer for each question.
.A. = Strongly agree; A. = Agree; D. Disagree;

S.D. = Strongly disagree

I. I agreed to participate in this study
because I want to learn about A

Communication research. S.A. A.

t

2: I think Undergraduatee should not
0be asked to patticipate in So6ial

Science research studies. S:A. A. D. S.D.

. 37.

414

3. I aireed to partpate in thieostudy
because I shall ggt ROnts for dotng
so.

4. I found it interesting to7be a part
of a Communication study.

5. I think undergraduates should be
paid for participating in studies;
such as this one.

)
6. I consider participation in research

projects an integral and useful part
of my education.

S.A. A, D. S.D.

S.A. A. D, S.D. -

/
S.A. A. D. S.D.

S.A. A. D. S.D.

A If you have any further comments please write them below:

,

74s-,

Before you -leave today- please check that .yot -baVe en aPpointitént fQ,Lyour
second intervieW next week,

Thank you.
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APPENDIX H

ELEVEN ITEM QUESTIONNAIRE ;.

Please indicate Elle position on the Strongly AgreeStrongly,Disagree
continuum which best approximatds your response to each statement.

1. I found participation in thig experIment to be quite rewardini.

Strongly Agree. ,- Strongly Disagree .1*

2. All things considered I think I did better than most people on the

Baseball Problem. t

Strongly Agree

3. I felt that the intervieWer was unfair.

Strongly Agree -

4. I did not like filling out

Strongly Agree

all

StronglyiDisagred

^-iv7

Strongly Dlsagr

of thosel6estionnaires.

Strongly Disagree

A

5. I would like to participate in a similar experiment f I were asked,.

Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree

6. The instructions concerning my tasks were

StrOngly Agree

clear And explicit.

Strongly Disagree

-

. I don't think I was very honest in completing the cinesfionnaires.

,Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree:.

8. I did more poorly on the Baseb
. ,

Strongly Agree

9. This experiment was a wf time., .

I. Problem than f expected.

_ . Strongly Disagree'

Strongly Agree Strongly bisagree

10. The experiAenter whotlintryiewed me seemed to me to be open and honest.

-wiz
Strongly Agree7 Npngly Disagree

11. I estimate'that I positionsd plays correctly oft the Baseball

Problem. 9

;-

41 4
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